
6 Advanced Physical Chemistry – Excercizes

6.1 Calculate the thermal de Broglie wavelengths of the following objects:

a) a “thermal” neutron at 300 K

b) a hydrogen molecule at 12 K

c) a hydrogen molecule at 300 K

d) a carbon dioxide molecule at 300 K

e) a proton at 108 K

Compare the thermal with the“normal” de Broglie wavelength: What is assumed for the aver-
age speed of the molecules?

6.2 Calculate the following properties of argon at 298.15 K (assuming that it is an ideal gas):

a) the thermal de Broglie wavelength,

b) the molecular translational partition function for a volume of 1 dm3,

c) the molar translational partition function at 0.1 MPa,

d) the molar standard entropy at 0.1 MPa (the experimental value is 154.8 J/(mol K)).

e) Natural argon consists almost entirely of the nuclide 40Ar. Discuss qualitatively how the
properties calculated above change when 39Ar is used instead.

6.3 The ground level and the first excited level of Cl radicals have the term symbols 2P3/2

and 2Cl1/2, respectively; their energies differ by 882 cm−1.

a) Calculate the electronic contribution to the canonical partition function of the Cl radicals!
Set the energy of the ground state to zero!

b) Calculate the fraction of excited radicals at 500 K and in the limit of infinite temperature!

c) Calculate the electronic contribution to the internal energy and to the isochoric heat ca-
pacity at 500 K and in the limit of infinite temperature!

6.4 Polyethylene can be made bio-degradable by attaching side groups to the chain which
offer points of attack to microorganism. This can be accomplished by adding appropriate co-
monomers to the ethene that is used for the synthesis. In principle, even a single co-monomer
can make a polyethylene molecule bio-degradable.

a) Let xc denote the mole fraction of the co-monomer in the (ethene + co-monomer) mixture.
What is the probability of finding i co-monomers in a polymer of chain length (= number
of monomers) n?

b) Calculate the fraction of not bio-degradable polymer for a chain length of 104, if the co-
monomer fraction during systhesis was xc = 0.01 mole-%? Comment your result!

c) Using the same chain length and composition, calculate the fraction of polymers contain-
ing two co-monomers. What is the fraction of polymers where these two co-monomers
are immediate neighbours?

d) What is the entropy difference of a polyethylene molecule of chain length 104 containing
1 co-monomer and a “pure” polyethylene molecule?


